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ABSTRACT
Studies of salt-influenced rift basins have focused on individual or basin-scale fault system and/or
salt-related structure. In contrast, the large-scale rift structure, namely rift segments and rift accom-
modation zones and the role of pre-rift tectonics in controlling structural style and syn-rift basin evo-
lution have received less attention. The Norwegian Central Graben, comprises a complex network of
sub-salt normal faults and pre-rift salt-related structures that together influenced the structural style
and evolution of the Late Jurassic rift. Beneath the halite-rich, Permian Zechstein Supergroup, the
rift can be divided into two major rift segments, each comprising rift margin and rift axis domains,
separated by a rift-wide accommodation zone – the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. Sub-salt normal
faults in the rift segments are generally larger, in terms of fault throw, length and spacing, than those
in the accommodation zone. The pre-rift structure varies laterally from sheet-like units, with limited
salt tectonics, through domains characterised by isolated salt diapirs, to a network of elongate salt
walls with intervening minibasins. Analysis of the interactions between the sub-salt normal fault net-
work and the pre-rift salt-related structures reveals six types of syn-rift depocentres. Increasing the
throw and spacing of sub-salt normal faults from rift segment to rift accommodation zone generally
leads to simpler half-graben geometries and an increase in the size and thickness of syn-rift depocen-
tres. In contrast, more complex pre-rift salt tectonics increases the mechanical heterogeneity of the
pre-rift, leading to increased complexity of structural style. Along the rift margin, syn-rift depocen-
tres occur as interpods above salt walls and are generally unrelated to the relatively minor sub-salt
normal faults in this structural domain. Along the rift axis, deformation associated with large sub-salt
normal faults created coupled and decoupled supra-salt faults. Tilting of the hanging wall associated
with growth of the large normal faults along the rift axis also promoted a thin-skinned, gravity-dri-
ven deformation leading to a range of extensional and compressional structures affecting the syn-rift
interval. The Steinbit Accommodation Zone contains rift-related structural styles that encompass
elements seen along both the rift margin and axis. The wide variability in structural style and evolu-
tion of syn-rift depocentres recognised in this study has implications for the geomorphological evolu-
tion of rifts, sediment routing systems and stratigraphic evolution in rifts that contain pre-rift salt
units.
INTRODUCTION
During rifting, extension in the brittle upper crust is
accommodated initially by many small, kilometre-long,
isolated faults distributed over a wide area, before
deformation becomes localised on relatively few linked
faults that are tens of kilometres long and bound to
crustal-scale tilted fault blocks or half grabens (e.g.
Gupta et al., 1998; Cowie et al., 2000; Gawthorpe &
Leeder, 2000). In many rift basins, such as the North
Sea, evaporite rocks, including halite and gypsum, form
part of the pre-rift stratigraphy and can influence the
structural and stratigraphic evolution of the rift (e.g.
Hodgson et al., 1992; Stewart et al., 1999; Alves et al.,
2002; Hudec & Jackson, 2007; Marsh et al., 2010;
Duffy et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2013). The evaporite
units may fully or partially decouple the sub-salt defor-
mation from that in supra-salt strata, giving rise to
markedly different structural styles above and below
the evaporite unit (Koyi et al., 1993; Stewart et al.,
1996, 1997; Withjack & Callaway, 2000; Richardson
et al., 2005; Duffy et al., 2013). Salt also provides a
ductile detachment layer allowing thin-skinned defor-
mation to develop in the supra-salt strata when tilting
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induces gravitational sliding (e.g. Stewart & Coward,
1995; Stewart & Clark, 1999; Stewart, 2007).
Previous studies have highlighted how sub-salt normal
fault networks control deformation within the post-salt
strata by stimulating salt mobilisation and initiating fold-
ing and faulting (e.g. Withjack et al., 1990; Koyi et al.,
1993; Dooley et al., 2003; Kane et al., 2010; Duffy et al.,
2013; Lewis et al., 2013; Tvedt et al., 2013). Most of
these studies have focused on fault displacement and salt
thickness as controls on the degree of coupling between
individual sub- and supra-salt normal faults (e.g. Stewart
et al., 1996, 1997; Stewart & Clark, 1999; Richardson
et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2013). However, largely over-
looked in the discussion of salt-influenced rifts is the
influence of the large-scale rift structure, namely rift seg-
ments and rift accommodation zones, and the pre-rift salt
tectonics on structural style and basin evolution.
In many salt-influenced rifts, salt-related structures,
such as salt diapirs and salt walls, are present before the
onset of rifting (e.g. the Central Graben, the Lusitanian
Basin and the North German Basin; Hodgson et al.,
1992; Rasmussen et al., 1998; Alves et al., 2002; Mohr
et al., 2005). Pre-existing salt diapirs and salt walls in con-
tractional settings have been shown to localise strain dur-
ing compression and are associated with the development
of folds and thrusts (e.g. Letouzey et al., 1995; Rowan &
Vendeville, 2006; Callot et al., 2012). In rifts, however,
very few studies have addressed the role of pre-existing
salt-related structures in controlling the structural style
and tectono-stratigraphic evolution during rifting.
In this study, we focus on the Late Jurassic Norwegian
Central Graben (Fig. 1). The study area has regional
high-quality, borehole-calibrated, three-dimensional (3D)
seismic data allowing structural styles and tectono-strati-
graphy to be analysed (Fig. 1a). Salt-related structures
existed prior to the Late Jurassic rift phase (Hodgson
et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1993), allowing the investigation
of how sub-salt normal faulting and pre-rift salt-related
structures interact to influence the syn-rift structural style
and tectono-stratigraphic evolution.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Norwegian Central Graben is part of the NNW–
SSE-trending Central Graben, which consists of a series
of en-echelon extensional sub-basins in the southern arm
of the Late Jurassic North Sea rift system (Fig. 1a). It
mainly comprises the Feda Graben in the south and the
Breiflabb Graben (also known as the Jacqui Graben in the
UK sector) in the northwest at the Norwegian–UK sector
boundary (Gowers et al., 1993; Erratt et al., 1999)
(Fig. 1a). To the northeast of the Norwegian Central
Graben, across the Sørvestlandet High, lies the Norwe-
gian–Danish Basin, and to the southwest lies the Mid
North Sea High (Gowers & Sæbøe, 1985; Gowers et al.,
1993) (Fig. 1a). The tectono-stratigraphic evolution of
the Central Graben was largely controlled by four main
tectonic events: Permo-Triassic rifting, Middle Jurassic
doming, Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous rifting and
inversion from the Middle Cretaceous to the Tertiary
(e.g. Gowers et al., 1993; Coward, 1995).
Permo-Triassic rifting
The Central Graben lies in part of the Northern Permian
Basin that was formed in response to Early Middle Per-
mian extension which is thought to have reactivated
broadly NW–SE-striking Variscan thrust faults and
inherited normal faults (Ziegler, 1982, 1990; Coward,
1995). Following deposition of the terrestrial Rotliegend
Group, the Zechstein Supergroup was deposited after the
Late Permian transgression (Ziegler, 1990; Hodgson
et al., 1992; Coward, 1995). In basinal areas, the Zech-
stein Supergroup is dominated by a thick halite, whereas
towards basin margins and on intrabasin highs, carbonate
or anhydrite dominate the Zechstein succession (Gowers
& Sæbøe, 1985; Smith et al., 1993; Clark et al., 1998).
These differences in lithology within the Zechstein
Supergroup have a dramatic impact on its mobility and
thus its influence on subsequent structural evolution
(Gowers & Sæbøe, 1985; Clark et al., 1998).
The reactivation of Permian extensional structures
during Triassic rifting was accompanied by the deposi-
tion of fluvial sediments of the Skagerrak and Smith-
bank Formations and the initiation of widespread salt
tectonics (e.g. salt diapirs and salt walls) in the Central
Graben area (Hodgson et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1993;
Erratt et al., 1999; Stewart & Clark, 1999; Karlo et al.,
2014) (Fig. 2). In areas where the Zechstein Super-
group is relatively thin and/or contains a greater per-
centage of carbonate lithologies, salt tectonics was
suppressed and the Triassic forms a sheet-like strati-
graphic units (Clark et al., 1998).
Early–Middle Jurassic doming
From Toarcian to Aalenian, the Norwegian Central
Graben area was uplifted as part of the Middle North Sea
Dome (Underhill & Partington, 1993). This uplift led to
erosion of the Lower Jurassic and part of the Triassic suc-
cessions in the Middle North Sea area, creating a regional
unconformity termed the Mid-Cimmerian Unconformity
(Ziegler, 1990; Underhill & Partington, 1993) (Fig. 2).
Subsequent dome deflation and subsidence in the Middle
Jurassic led to deposition of the Bryne Formation, which
consists of fluvio-lacustrine and coastal plain deposits and
is up to a few hundred metres thick (Ziegler, 1990; Hodg-
son et al., 1992; Husmo et al., 2002) (Fig. 2).
Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous rifting
Jurassic rifting commenced in the Central Graben during
the Middle Callovian under E–W extension (Erratt et al.,
1999; Stewart & Clark, 1999). The first pulse of rifting
lasted to early Kimmeridgian times, and led to the
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establishment of marine conditions over most of the Nor-
wegian Central Graben, except for local structural highs
which remained emergent (e.g. Mandal High) (Ziegler,
1990; Gowers et al., 1993; Fraser et al., 2003). Shallow
marine clastics (Ula Formation) followed by deep marine
mudstones (Haugesund and Farsund Formations) were
deposited in fault-controlled depocentres and in sub-
basins that developed over collapsed salt walls (Hodgson
et al., 1992; Gowers et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1993; Man-
nie et al., 2014; Wonham et al., 2014). A second phase of
rifting is interpreted to have occurred from late Kim-
meridgian to early Volgian (Berriasian) and is associated
with overall sediment starvation that led to the deposition
of organic-rich mudstones (Mandal Formation) (Gowers
et al., 1993; Rattey & Hayward, 1993; Erratt et al., 1999).
Overall, the syn-rift interval has a total thickness of more
than 3000 m in basin centres, thins towards basin margins
and pinches out onto intra-basin highs where it is locally
absent (Gowers & Sæbøe, 1985; Gowers et al., 1993).
Early Cretaceous post-rift sediments (Cromer Knoll
Group) onlapped onto the Base Cretaceous Unconformity
(BCU) and passively infilled remnant rift topography
until regional inversion started in the Middle Cretaceous
(Rawson & Riley, 1982; Rattey & Hayward, 1993).
Middle Cretaceous-Tertiary inversion
From mid-Albian times, the Central Graben went
through multiple phases of inversion which have been
related to intra-plate compression due to Alpine collision
(Ziegler, 1990; Rattey & Hayward, 1993). The inversion
caused uplift of syn-rift hanging wall depocentres, creat-
ing inversion anticlines, and led to compression of salt
walls to form squeezed diapirs (Gowers & Sæbøe, 1985;
Gowers et al., 1993).
DATA SETANDMETHODOLOGY
Data set
This study utilises two prestack, time-migrated, 3D
reflection seismic surveys (Fig. 1a). Survey A covers the
entire study area of roughly 4800 km2 and has an inline
and crossline spacing of 25 m with a record length of 6 s
TWT (Fig. 1a). Survey B covers roughly 75% of the
study area (ca. 3600 km2) and has an inline and crossline
spacing of 12.5 m with a record length of 8 s TWT
(Fig. 1a). The data quality of both surveys is generally
good to excellent within the interval of interest. The fre-
quency of both seismic surveys in the interval of interest
is between 20 and 30 Hz, giving a vertical seismic resolu-
tion of ca. 30–40 m based on an average seismic velocity
of 3500 ms1.
Fifty-one wells that penetrate the Late Jurassic to Early
Cretaceous rift succession, were used to calibrate seismic
horizon interpretation (Fig. 1a). Of these wells, 38 wells
extend to the base of the syn-rift succession, but only four
of them penetrate beneath the Zechstein Supergroup.
Furthermore, the majority of the wells are located on
structural highs and along the margin of the Central Gra-
ben, so that very few wells are available in deeper, basinal
areas. All wells have a conventional well-log suite (i.e.
checkshots, gamma, sonic, density and neutron logs).
Biostratigraphic information, from both proprietary
reports and publicly available data from Norwegian Petro-
leum Directorate, was used to calibrate well tops and tie
them to the seismic time-domain using checkshots, in
order to constrain the ages of mapped seismic horizons.
Seismic stratigraphy
Stratal terminations, growth strata intervals and major
changes of seismic facies were used to define key seismic
horizons (Fig. 2). Four of these horizons that can be
mapped regionally are used to divide the seismic stratigra-
phy into: (i) presalt, (ii) salt, (iii) pre-rift, (iv) syn-rift,
and (v) post-rift (Fig. 2). The terms pre-, syn- and posts-
rift throughout this paper refers to the Late Jurassic to
Early Cretaceous rift phase. A further four seismic hori-
zons allow subdivision of the pre-rift, the syn-rift and the
post-rift seismic strata into sub-units: pre-rift unit I and
II, syn-rift unit 1 (SU1), 2 and 3, and post-rift unit I
(Fig. 2).
The base salt horizon marks the top of a group of paral-
lel, continuous, high amplitude reflectors and forms the
boundary between presalt and salt (Fig. 2). The top salt
horizon caps the Zechstein Supergroup and is locally a
high amplitude (peak) reflector, but its continuity deterio-
rates dramatically on the edge of salt walls and diapirs
where it is steeply inclined (Fig. 2). The base syn-rift
horizon is marked by local onlap above and truncation
below and also delineates the base of growth packages
where syn-rift stratal wedges are present in the hanging
wall of normal faults or adjacent to salt structures.
Fig. 1. (a) Simplified structural elements map of Late Jurassic Central Graben, North Sea showing location of the study area and dis-
tribution of wells and seismic data used in this study (modified after Erratt et al., 1999 and Fraser et al., 2003). The main structural
elements are named. Inset shows the location of the Permian salt basins and the North Sea rift. NPB, North Permian Basin; SPB,
South Permian Basin; VG, Viking Graben; MFB, Moray Firth Basin; CG, Central Graben (modified after Ziegler, 1990 and Duffy
et al., 2013). (b) Two-way travel-time (TWT) structure map illustrating the main structural elements defined on the base salt horizon
(see Fig. 2). Note the shallow rift margin along the northeast and eastern margin of the study area and the Steinbit Accommodation
Zone running east–west across the Central Graben, separating the Breiflabb grabens in the north from the Feda grabens in the south.
The locations of Figures 2 and 5–8 are also shown. Fault abbreviations: UGF, Ula-Gyda Fault; HF, Hidra Fault; BF, Breiflabb Fault;
JNF, Josephine North Fault; JEF, Josephine East Faut; SSF, Steinbit South Fault; GF, Gert Fault; SF, Skrubbe Fault.
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Truncation beneath the base syn-rift is locally developed
on structural highs, or where the Middle Jurassic is thin
to absent such that the base syn-rift is composite with the
Mid-Cimmerian Unconformity (Fig. 2). The base post-
rift horizon forms the top of the syn-rift unit, separating
it from the overlying post-rift strata (Fig. 2). This hori-
zon has been widely referred to as the BCU or Late Cim-
merian Unconformity (see the discussion in Rattey &
Hayward, 1993). The horizon is generally a strong reflec-
tor with local truncations below and onlap above. The
high amplitude and good continuity of the reflector are
due to a change in lithology from clay-rich mudstone
below to marls above.
Within the syn-rift seismic strata, the intra syn-rift I
and intra syn-rift II horizons subdivide the Late Jurassic
to Early Cretaceous syn-rift interval into three sub-units:
syn-rift unit 1 (SU1), syn-rift unit 2 (SU2) and syn-rift
unit 3 (SU3) (Fig. 2). Typically, these intra-syn-rift
reflectors have low to moderate amplitude and continuity,
and are marked by local onlap of overlying reflectors
(Fig. 2). Well-to-seismic ties suggest that the intra syn-
rift I and intra syn-rift II horizons are middle Kimmerid-
gian and middle Volgian in age respectively.
Two horizons were mapped within the pre-rift and
post-rift seismic strata. The intra-pre-rift horizon is a
locally mapped horizon with strong to moderate ampli-
tude, marking the base of Bryne Formation (Fig. 2). The
Bryne Formation tends to be very thin, usually a few
metres to a few tens of metres thick and this is often at, or
below seismic resolution. Mapping of this horizon relied
heavily on well calibration and is only possible where the
Bryne Formation is relatively thick. Within the post-rift
interval, the intra post-rift horizon is a high amplitude,
high continuity reflector, marking the transition from
deposition of marl to chalk during late Albian (Fig. 2).
Two-way travel-time (TWT) structure maps, seismic
profiles and isochron maps were used to describe the pre-
sent-day structural style within different seismic units,
and to determine the timing of activity on different struc-
tures. Post-rift inversion was noted when interpreting the
present-day structural geometry and was qualitatively
removed by flattening on post-rift reflectors, but no
restoration was performed. Having performed the study
in the time domain, some geometric distortion is
expected, particularly adjacent to faults and/or the flanks
of salt-related structures. However, by integrating the
observations of seismic stratigraphy and the isochron map
of syn-rift units, a high confidence can be maintained to
construct the relationship among sub-salt faults, pre-rift
salt-related structures, and syn-rift depocentres.
PRE-RIFT STRUCTURAL STYLEOF THE
LATE JURASSIC NORWEGIAN CENTRAL
GRABEN
This section describes the present-day structural style of
the sub-salt faults and the pre-rift salt-related structures.
The sub-salt structure of the study area is best illustrated
by the time-structure map of the base salt horizon
(Figs 1b and 3). Isochron maps (Fig. 4) were used to
define the present-day distribution of the salt and the
pre-rift strata, thereby constraining the pre-rift salt-related
structural style. The nomenclature of the main structural
elements broadly follows that of Gowers & Sæbøe (1985)
and Gowers et al. (1993), but has been changed locally,
because the boundaries between some of the structural ele-
ments are more clearly defined in the 3D seismic data set
available in this study. Major normal faults not previously
named are named here on the basis of their geographic
location. The study area can be divided into three struc-
tural domains based on the present-day TWT-elevation of
the base salt horizon and the geometry and throws of the
sub-salt faults: (i) rift margin – comprising the Cod Ter-
race, Sørvestlandet High and Steinbit Terrace along the
eastern flank of the graben, (ii) rift axis – comprising the
North and South Brieflabb Grabens and Hidra High in the
north and East and West Feda Grabens in the south, and
(iii) Steinbit Accommodation Zone – separating the Brieflabb
and Feda grabens along the rift axis and extending east-
ward into the Steinbit Terrace (Fig. 1b).
Sub-salt structure
The base salt horizon is highly faulted, with an average
fault spacing of 3–5 km (Figs 1b and 3a). The sub-salt
faults can be roughly grouped into three sets based on
their strike: N–S, NW–SE and E–W to ESE–WNW
(Fig. 3a). The third set, that is, the E–W to ESE–WNW
fault set, is the most common in the study area (Fig. 3c),
but it contains few major large throw faults (Fig. 1b).
Rift margin
The Sørvestlandet High is a 25-km long and 10–15-km
wide NW–SE-trending structural high located along the
northeast margin of the rift (Fig. 1b). It has a present-day
elevation ranging from 3.8 s TWT in the southwest to
4.5 s TWT in the northeast and extends to the north and
east outside the study area (Fig. 1b). The Sørvestlandet
High bounds the Cod Terrace in the northwest and the
Steinbit Terrace in the southeast (Fig. 1b). A major
Fig. 2. (a) Simplified Late Permian to Middle Cretaceous stratigraphy of the Central Graben and main tectonic events (modified after
Gowers et al., 1993; Underhill & Partington, 1993; Rattey & Hayward, 1993; Gradstein et al., 2010). The main seismic horizons
mapped and associated seismic intervals studied are indicated on the righthand side. (b) A representative seismic section from the
Norwegian Central Graben. The seismic data is processed to zero phase with red colour indicating a peak. Note the Mid Cimmerian
Unconformity (MCU) and Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU).
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segmented normal fault, the Ula-Gyda Fault, bounds the
western side of the high. Internally, N–S-striking and
ESE–WNW-striking faults dissect the high, with maxi-
mum faults throws ≤300 ms TWT and an average spac-
ing of 5 km (Fig. 3a). The Ula-Gyda Fault is
approximately 35 km long, generally strikes NW–SE and
dips to the SW (Fig. 3a). The maximum throw along
Ula-Gyda fault is over 1200 ms TWT on the base salt
horizon, and occurs near the centre of the fault (Fig. 5a).
The southeastern part of the Ula-Gyda Fault changes to
strike NNW–SSE and branches into three NW–SE-strik-
ing splay faults that gradually tip out into the Steinbit
Terrace to the southeast (Figs 1b and 3a).
Rift axis
The rift axis is composed of large tilted fault blocks that
are 10–15-km wide and 20–40-km long, with hanging wall
lows ≥5.8 s TWT, and includes the Hidra High, the
Feda Graben and the Breiflabb Graben (Fig. 1b). The
Hidra High is located immediately west of the rift margin
and is a major fault block, 40-km long and 15-km wide
(Fig. 1b). It is bounded to the southwest by the Hidra
Fault and to the northeast by the Ula-Gyda Fault
(Fig. 5). The SW-dipping Hidra Fault is ca. 50-km long,
generally NW–SE-striking, and composed of three main
segments (Fig. 3a). It has a maximum throw of
ca. 2000 ms TWT near the boundary between the middle
and eastern segments (Fig. 6a).The Hidra High fault
block is strongly tilted towards the northeast, with the
base salt horizon deepening from ca. 4.0 s TWT in the
immediate footwall of the Hidra Fault, to ca. 5.8 s TWT
in the immediate hanging wall of the Ula-Gyda Fault,
some 20 km to the northeast. Internally, the Hidra High
is dissected by E–W and N–S-striking minor faults
<5 km in length (Fig. 3c).
The Feda Graben as defined by Gowers et al. (1993;
their fig. 3) includes the large area from the Gert Fault in
the east to the Josephine High in the west, and the Stein-
bit Terrace in the north and the Grensen Nose in the
south-southwest (Figs 1b and 3a). More recent 3D seis-
mic data reveal that the sub-salt structural style of the area
is complex, with fundamental differences between east
and west (Fig. 1b). In the east, the Feda Graben is char-
acterised by major N–S-striking, fault-bounded blocks,
tens of kilometres long and wide. In contrast, in the west,
it comprises a series of sub-basins that are typically
<10 km in length and width, and bounded by faults with
varied strikes (Fig. 1b). Based on these differences in
structural style, the area previously defined as the Feda
Graben can be divided into three distinct structural ele-
ments (Fig. 1b): (i) the Feda Graben in the east; (ii) the
South Breiflabb Graben in the west, and (iii) the Steinbit
Accommodation Zone separating the Feda Graben and
the South Breiflabb Graben.
The Feda Graben, as defined here, is bounded by the
Gert Fault in the east and Skrubbe Fault in the west
(Figs 1b and 3a). Within the Feda Graben, a 5-km-wide,
20-km-long horst extends southward from the Steinbit
Accommodation Zone, and divides the Feda Graben into
two sub-basins, each ˃20 km long and ˃10 km wide, ter-
med the East Feda Graben and the West Feda Graben
(Fig. 1b). The base salt horizon in the East Feda Graben
occurs at 5.8 s TWT in the hanging wall of the N–S-
striking, W-dipping Gert Fault and shallows to 5 s TWT
on the horst (Fig. 7a). The Gert Fault is ˃20 km long,
and has a maximum throw at ca. 1600 ms TWT in the
study area (Fig. 7a). To the west of the horst, the West
Feda Graben is separated from the Grensen Nose to the
west by the N–S-striking, E-dipping Skrubbe Fault
(Fig. 7b). The Skrubbe Fault is ˃10 km long and has
maximum throw of ca. 1800 ms TWT at the base salt
horizon. Within the West Feda Graben, E–W-striking
faults dominate and have maximum fault throws
<300 ms TWT (Fig. 3c).
The Breiflabb Graben forms the present-day deep axial
part of the Central Graben, with the base salt horizon at
˃6 s TWT in the east of the study area (Fig. 1b). The
graben is 20 km wide and 40 km long, and is bounded by
the Hidra Fault in the northeast, the Steinbit West Fault
in the south and the Josephine North Fault in the south-
west (Fig. 3a). Previous interpretation treats the Breiflabb
Graben as a uniform basin (Gowers et al., 1993; their
fig. 3). More recent 3D seismic data indicates that a
curved 10-km-long, E–W-striking fault with
ca. 900 ms TWT maximum throw, here termed the
Breiflabb Fault, abuts against the eastern part of the Hidra
Fault, and divides the area into northern and southern
sub-basins – here termed the North Breiflabb Graben and
the South Breiflabb Graben (Figs 1b, 3a and 8a). The
North Breiflabb Graben is tilted to the north and is inter-
nally dissected by 5–10-km-long N–S-striking faults,
with average spacing <5 km (Figs 3a and 8a). Further
west, the 8-km-long NW–SE-striking, NE-dipping Jose-
phine North Fault bounds the western side of the North
Breiflabb Graben, separating it from the Josephine High.
The maximum throw on the Josephine North Fault is
˃1400 ms TWT (Fig. 5b). The South Breiflabb Graben
is ca. 20 km long and 10 km wide and tilted towards the
Fig. 3. Sub-salt and supra-salt fault maps. (a) two-way travel-time (TWT) structure map of base salt horizon highlighting major sub-
salt faults (left) and simplified interpretation (right). Different fault-dip directions are highlighted in colour: green, dipping W and
SW; blue, dipping S and SE; red, dipping E and NE. (b) TWT structure map of base syn-rift horizon showing the supra-salt faults
(left) and simplified interpretation (right). Note decreased number of supra-salt faults compared to sub-salt faults. (c) Sub-salt fault
rose diagram indicating variation in strike of the main faults. The two diagonal blue dashed lines in (a) and (b) delineate the Steinbit
Accommodation Zone.
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northeast, with the base salt horizon deepening from
ca. 4 s TWT near the Josephine High to ˃6 s TWT in
the hanging wall of Breiflabb Fault (Fig. 1b).
Steinbit Accommodation Zone
A zone 15–20 km wide characterised by a relatively shal-
low base salt horizon (4.5–5.5 s TWT) crosses the Nor-
wegian Central Graben, separating the large rift-axis fault
blocks of the Hidra High and the Breiflabb Graben in the
northwest from the Feda Graben in the southeast
(Fig. 1b). We term this structural high the Steinbit
Accommodation Zone, named after the Steinbit Terrace
of Gowers et al. (1993), from which it extends westward
across the Norwegian Central Graben (Fig. 1b).
Within the accommodation zone, the average fault
spacing and maximum throw increase from 2 to 3 km and
<300 ms TWT, respectively, in the east (Steinbit Ter-
race) to 5–10 km and ˃800 ms TWT in the west, and the
depth of base salt horizon deepens from 4.5–5 s TWT to
5–5.5 s TWT towards the west (Fig. 1b). The largest
fault in the accommodation zone is the Steinbit South
Fault, a curved, E–W- to NW–SE-striking, S to SW dip-
ping fault with maximum throw of ca. 900 ms TWT
(Fig. 6b). It is about 18 km long and tips out into the
South Breiflabb Graben (Fig. 3a). The boundary between
the accommodation zone and the South Breiflabb Graben
is marked by the northeast part of the Steinbit West
Fault, a 16-km-long NNE–SSW-striking, WNW-dip-
ping fault with maximum throw of ca. 800 ms TWT and
Fig. 4. Isochron maps of salt and pre-rift seismic units. (a) Isochron map of salt overlain two-way travel-time (TWT) structure map
of base salt horizon (left) and simplified salt isochron map with main faults (right). The colour bar highlights the thick (blue) and thin
(orange) salt. (b) Pre-rift isochron map overlain TWT structure map of base salt horizon (left) and the simplified pre-rift isochron
map with main faults (right). Fault abbreviations: UGF, Ula-Gyda Fault; HF, Hidra Fault; BF, Breiflabb Fault; JNF, Josephine
North Fault; JEF, Josephine East Faut; SSF, Steinbit South Fault; GF, Gert Fault; SF, Skrubbe Fault. Area abbreviations: SVH,
Sørvestlandet High; HH, Hidra High; BGs, Breiflabb grabens; FDs, Feda grabens. The two diagonal dashed lines in (a) and (b) delin-
eate the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. W and X relate to description in the main text.
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the middle part of the Steinbit South Fault (Figs 3a and
7a).
Pre-rift salt-tectonic structural style
The present-day isochron map of the salt unit displays
marked thickness changes as the average salt thickness
decreases from north to south and has an antithetic thick-
ness relationship with the isochron map of the pre-rift
strata (Fig. 4). There are three structural styles in the
pre-rift unit in the study area. Two of them reflect the
degree of salt tectonics affecting the pre-rift succession:
one comprises connected elongate salt walls and interven-
ing thick minibasins, whereas the second is characterised
by isolated salt diapirs separated by thin minibasins. The
third structural style comprises pre-rift strata that has a
sheet-like geometry with thin to moderate salt thickness
and rare salt diapirs.
Rift margin
In the rift margin area of the Sørvestlandet High, elon-
gate, connected salt walls and thick minibasins dominate
the pre-rift structure (Fig. 4a). Both the salt walls and the
intervening minibasins are ˃800 ms TWT thick and
˃5 km wide, and mainly E–W striking. The strike of
these salt-tectonic structures is notably different from the
broadly N–S-striking sub-salt normal faults in this area
(Fig. 1b). The salt walls are connected to each other,
forming a complex network that extends for tens of kilo-
metres along strike (Fig. 4a). For example, the largest salt
wall (W in Fig. 5b) extends along strike for over 50 km
from northwest of the Ula-Gyda Fault to the northeast of
the study area, near the boundary between the Sørvest-
landet High and the Steinbit Accommodation Zone (W in
Figs 4a and 6c). The minibasins surrounding salt wall W
mainly contain Triassic sediments up to 1000 ms TWT
thick (Fig. 5). Within the Triassic succession, internal
growth wedges are locally observed, suggesting complex
salt tectonics during the Triassic (Karlo et al., 2014). In
map view, these minibasins are typically 5–10 km wide
and 6–20 km long (Fig. 4b).
Rift axis
In the rift axis, all three pre-rift structural styles can be
found (Fig. 4b). The elongate, connected salt walls and
thick minibasins extend from the Sørvestlandet High
across the Hidra High, with the present-day thickness
of the minibasins reduced due to the footwall uplift
and Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous erosion (Fig. 6a).
Further west, in the Breiflabb Graben, the elongate salt
walls are replaced by isolated salt diapirs surrounded
by thin minibasins (Fig. 4). For example, in the South
Breiflabb Graben, salt diapirs rise up to 600 ms TWT
above the base salt horizon and the minibasins are typi-
cally 600–800 ms TWT thick, and 4–6 km wide
(Fig. 8b).
In the Feda Graben, the pre-rift strata have a more
sheet-like, layer-cake geometry, with thin to moderate salt
thickness, typically <500 ms TWT (Fig. 7). This struc-
tural style is best illustrated by the West Feda Graben
(Fig. 7b). Here, the gently folded pre-rift is 300–
500 ms TWT thick and extends laterally, with little
thickness variation, for over 30 km in a north–south
direction (Fig. 7b). Internal reflectors in the pre-rift strata
are parallel to sub-parallel, indicating little or no salt tec-
tonics in the area during pre-rift times (Fig. 7b). How-
ever, in the East Feda Graben, thinning of pre-rift strata,
from 800 ms TWT to 200–400 ms TWT across the Gert
Fault, suggests salt tectonics, presumably due to local
fault activity (Figs 4b and 7a).
Steinbit Accommodation Zone
Within the Steinbit Accommodation Zone, the structural
style of the pre-rift changes from east to west. The east-
ern part of the accommodation zone is characterised by
salt walls and diapirs and minibasins (Fig. 6c). In the
middle of the accommodation zone, the pre-rift struc-
tures are also salt walls and diapirs, but the pre-rift mini-
basins are much thinner, typically 200–500 ms TWT
(Fig. 6b). In the western part of the accommodation zone,
the pre-rift unit has a sheet-like geometry (Fig. 7a).
Notably, a salt dome, in excess of 800 ms TWT thick,
lies against the immediate hanging wall of the Steinbit
West Fault (Fig. 7a). Reflectors within the pre-rift are
sub-parallel, but are folded by the salt dome indicating
that the salt dome formed after deposition (Fig. 7a). Sim-
ilar salt domes are abundant in the study area; in most
cases they, too, are related to salt mobilisation in response
to rifting.
LATE JURASSIC SYN-RIFT TECTONO-
STRATIGRAPHYOF THE NORWEGIAN
CENTRALGRABEN
Overall, the Late Jurassic syn-rift succession thickens
from north to south across the study area, displaying
Fig. 6. Seismic sections (above) and interpretations (below) illustrating the variation in structural style and syn-rift depocentre geom-
etry between major fault blocks of the rift segments and the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. (a) E-SW section across the Sørvestlandet
High and Hidra High highlighting the major sub-salt normal faults (Hidra and Ula-Gyda Faults) and structural style from the south-
ern end of the northern rift segment. (b) and (c) Sections across the Sørvestlandet High and Steinbit Accommodation Zone illustrating
the typical sub-salt faulting and pre-rift deformation. Note the syn-rift depocentres are largely decoupled from sub-salt faulting. HE,
AB, AA and IP relate to description in the text. See Fig. 5 for legend; Fig. 1b for location. Seismic data courtesy of CGG.
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rapid thickness changes across normal faults, folds and
salt-cored structures (Fig. 9). On the rift margin and
on the crest of salt diapirs and large fault blocks, the
syn-rift succession is locally absent or below seismic
resolution (e.g. HE in Fig. 9a). In other structural
locations, the syn-rift unit reaches thicknesses of up to
1.8 s TWT, for example, in the Feda Graben in the
south of the study area (Fig. 9a). In the following
subsections we describe and interpret representative
examples of syn-rift depocentres and their relationship
with sub-salt normal faults and pre-rift salt-related
structures. For ease of comparison among different
structures, we present these using the three structural
domains recognised from the sub-salt fault network,
namely the rift margin, rift axis and rift accommoda-
tion zone (Figs 1b and 9a).
Riftmargin
Syn-rift depocentres along the rift margin are elongate,
typically 10–15 km long, and relatively narrow, 5–8 km
wide, and contain up to 0.8-s-TWT thick syn-rift succes-
sion (e.g. IP in Figs 5a and 9a). These depocentres (ter-
med interpods by Hodgson et al., 1992) occur above salt
walls, and are flanked by thick pre-rift minibasins
(Figs 5a and 9a). Typically these syn-rift depocentres are
decoupled from sub-salt normal faults (Fig. 5a, b). In
cross-sections they have a symmetrical geometry, and the
individual syn-rift units, SU1 to SU3, are typically 50–
150 ms TWT thick (Fig. 10). A notable exception to
these characteristics occurs on the eastern part of salt wall
W (Fig. 6c), at the boundary between the rift margin and
the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. Here, the syn-rift
growth wedge has a strongly asymmetrical, northward-
thickening, wedge-shaped geometry, showing significant
expansion of syn-rift unit SU2 towards the salt wall,
where it reaches up to 400 ms TWT in thickness. This
suggests that the pre-rift minibasin beneath the syn-rift
depocentre rotated strongly during SU2 times, most
probably related to salt mobilisation within the accommo-
dation zone (Figs 6c and 10b).
Rift axis
Syn-rift depocentres along the rift axis show significant
variability in their location, geometry and thickness
(Figs 9 and 10). Major sub-salt normal faults play an
important role in controlling the location of the depocen-
tres along the rift axis and their variability is strongly
influenced by how the sub-salt normal faults interact with
pre-rift salt-related structures.
The syn-rift depocentre of the West Feda Graben (WF
in Fig. 9a) has a relatively simple half-graben geometry,
similar to classical half-graben geometries in salt-free
rifts. The depocentre is over 20 km long and 10 km wide,
and syn-rift strata thicken into the immediate hanging
wall of the Skrubbe Fault, where they reach up to 1.8 s
TWT in thickness (Figs 7b and 9a). Within the syn-rift
succession, SU1 has a pronounced wedge-shaped geome-
try and is the thickest syn-rift unit, reaching up to 1.2 s
TWT in the immediate hanging wall of the Skrubbe
Fault. SU2 and SU3, in comparison, are relatively thin,
with an average thickness of 0.2 and 0.3 s TWT, respec-
tively, and display thinning and onlap towards the diapir
in the immediate hanging wall of the Skrubbe Fault
(Fig. 7b). In contrast, in the footwall of the Skrubbe
Fault, SU1 and SU2 are absent and SU3 ≤0.1 s TWT in
thickness (Figs 7b and 10). The Skrubbe Fault is thus
interpreted to have been active early during Late Jurassic
rifting, causing uplift and erosion in its footwall and gen-
erating space to allow deposition and preservation of the
early syn-rift wedge in its hanging wall (e.g. SU1). The
syn-rift stratal geometries in the immediate hanging wall
of the Skrubbe Fault are complicated by salt diapirism
which, based on the thinning and onlap relationships of
SU2 and SU3, was only active later in the rift evolution
(Figs 7b and 11b).
In the East Feda Graben (EF in Fig. 9a), a major elon-
gate growth wedge, 20 km long and 8 km wide, with up
to 1.8 s TWT of syn-rift strata, is developed in the
immediate hanging wall of the Gert Fault (Fig. 7a).
Within the growth wedge, SU1 is thickest 2–3 km into
the hanging wall of the Gert Fault, where it is up to
0.6 s TWT thick, and thins towards the fault and into
the footwall where it is only approximately 0.3 s TWT
thick (Figs 7a and 10a). In contrast, SU2 is thickest in the
immediate hanging wall of the Gert Fault and thins
abruptly across the fault onto the footwall (Fig. 7a). Such
thinning and thickening relationships are typical of
upward propagation of normal faults and forced folding
above fault tips (e.g. Withjack et al., 1990; Schlische,
1995; Gawthorpe et al., 1997). The thickness variations
within the syn-rift units suggest that the Gert Fault was
active throughout rift evolution, but the style of deforma-
tion changed progressively. During SU1 times, the
supra-salt structure was characterised by a forced fold
above an upward-propagating sub-salt normal fault, and
the depocentre was located 2–3 km into the hanging wall
of the Gert Fault. By SU2 times, however, a fault had
nucleated in the pre-rift, shifting the depocentre eastward
into its immediate hanging wall (Fig. 7a). This supra-salt
segment of the Gert Fault was and still remains physically
decoupled from the sub-salt segment of the Gert Fault
(Fig. 7a).
The South Breiflabb Graben is bounded by the
Breiflabb Fault and the Steinbit South Fault and con-
tains two distinct syn-rift depocentres, each 10 km long
and 5 km wide, with over 1.0 s TWT thickness, that
are (B1, B2, respectively, in Fig. 9a). A marked
decrease in thickness from 0.5 s TWT in the hanging
wall of the Breiflabb Fault to 0.1 s TWT in its foot-
wall suggests that the Breiflabb Fault was active early
during rifting and that sub- and supra-salt deformation
was coupled (Figs 8a and 9a). Depocentre B2 is thick-
est (up to 1.2 s TWT) in the immediate hanging wall
of the Steinbit South Fault and is notably thinner in
© 2016 The Authors
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its footwall (ca. 500 ms TWT) (Fig. 8b). However,
SU1 thins towards the fault, whereas SU2 thickens
into the immediate hanging wall and is markedly thin-
ner in the footwall (Figs 8b and 10). Thus, in a similar
way to the Gert Fault, the Steinbit South Fault is
interpreted to have propagated upward from sub-salt
levels, initially folding the top pre-rift depositional sur-
face and then breaching it to create a through-going,
surface-breaking fault (Fig. 8b).
A series of small sub-basins with thickened SU2 and
SU3 occur on the easterly tilted hanging wall dipslope to
the Steinbit South Fault, updip of depocentre B2
(Fig. 8b). SU2 and SU3 are thickest (up to 0.4 s TWT)
in a graben at the crest of the dipslope, and in a prominent
thrust-bounded growth syncline (up to 0.5 s TWT thick)
approximately 5 km to the east down the hanging wall
dipslope (Fig. 8b). Both the updip graben and the thrust-
related growth syncline are located above pre-rift diapirs,
Fig. 9. Isochron maps of syn-rift and post-rift unit I seismic units. (a) Syn-rift isochron map overlain two-way travel-time (TWT)
structure map of the base salt horizon (left) and simplified interpretation (right). (b) Post-rift unit I isochron map overlain TWT struc-
ture map of base post-rift horizon (left) and simplified interpretation (right). Fault abbreviations: UGF, Ula-Gyda Fault; HF, Hidra
Fault; BF, Breiflabb Fault; JNF, Josephine North Fault; JEF, Josephine East Faut; SSF, Steinbit South Fault; GF, Gert Fault; SF,
Skrubbe Fault. Area abbreviations: SVH, Sørvestlandet High; HH, Hidra High; BGs, Breiflabb grabens; FDs, Feda grabens. The two
diagonal dashed lines delineate the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. Abbreviations in circles refer to description in the main text.
Fig. 8. Seismic sections (above) and their interpretations (below) illustrating the structural style and syn-rift depocentre geometry in
the northern segment of the Central Graben. (a) NW–SSE section across the Brieflabb grabens. Note Breiflabb Fault dissecting the
North and South Breiflabb Grabens. (b) E–W section across the South Breiflabb Graben and Josephine High. Note the thin-skinned
deformation occur within the pre-rift on the hangingwall dipslope to the Steinbit South Fault. B1 and B2 relate to description in the
text. See Fig. 5 for legend; Fig. 1b for location. Seismic data courtesy of CGG.
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Fig. 10. Syn-rift isochron maps of seismic units SU1–3 (left) and interpreted structure activity maps for the main sub-salt, salt and
supra-salt structures (right). (a) SU1 isochron map overlain two-way travel-time (TWT) structure map of base syn-rift horizon (left) and
simplified interpretation (right). (b) SU2 isochron map overlain TWT structure map of base syn-rift horizon (left) and simplified inter-
pretation (right). (c) SU3 isochron map overlain TWT structure map of base syn-rift horizon (left) and simplified interpretation (right).
The two diagonal dashed lines delineate the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. Abbreviations in circles refer to description in the main text.
© 2016 The Authors
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Fig. 11. Tectono-stratigraphic evolution of the Late Jurassic syn-rift in the Norwegian Central Graben. (a) Schematic tectono-strati-
graphic evolution of the area where the minibasins and salt walls/diapirs dominate the pre-rift salt-related structures. Note the early
syn-rift depocentres are over the rotated minibasins and interpods. (b) Schematic tectono-stratigraphic evolution of the East Feda
Graben where the sheet-like pre-rift strata dominate. See the text for discussion.
© 2016 The Authors
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and the adjacent pre-rift minibasins show little internal
deformation (Fig. 8b). This range of structures is inter-
preted to have resulted from tilting of the hanging wall
dipslope into Steinbit South Fault and sliding of the
minibasins on the salt (Fig. 8b).
Another variation in syn-rift depocentre geometry
and evolution is seen in the syn-rift depocentre on the
Hidra High to the northeast of the Breiflabb grabens.
Here, the syn-rift depocentre has a major synclinal
form and is located along the SW margin of a thick,
pre-rift minibasin (X in Fig. 5), and some 5 km into
the hanging wall of the Ula-Gyda Fault (HH in
Fig. 9a; Fig. 5). This depocentre is 50 km long and
8 km wide, with up to 0.6 s TWT of syn-rift strata
(Fig. 5a, b). The individual syn-rift units have a sym-
metrical, synclinal form. SU1 and SU2 are relatively
thick, each with an average thickness of 0.2 s TWT,
whereas SU3 is <0.05 s TWT thick (Fig. 10). The
location and form of this syn-rift depocentre, although
controlled in part by the growth of the Ula-Gyda
Fault, is also influenced by interaction between the
fault and the thick pre-rift minibasin. In this case, the
sub-salt Ula-Gyda Fault could not propagate through
the thick minibasin, and instead causes the minibasin
to tilt southwestward, away from the fault (Fig. 5).
The tilting is interpreted to have been facilitated by
salt flow into the hanging wall of Ula-Gyda Fault and
into the salt wall to the southwest (Fig. 5).
Steinbit Accommodation Zone
The syn-rift structural style varies across the Steinbit
Accommodation Zone at both sub-salt and supra-salt
levels (Fig. 6). In the eastern, rift margin, part of the
accommodation zone, syn-rift depocentres are asymmet-
rical interpods, for example, above salt wall W (Fig. 6c).
They typically lie above salt walls and are largely decou-
pled from sub-salt normal faults. Further west, towards
the rift axis, the syn-rift succession is relatively uniform
in thickness, between 0.3–0.4 s TWT, with only small,
local depocentres developed (e.g. AA in Figs 6c and 10),
despite a complex sub-salt fault network (Figs 1b and 3a).
These syn-rift depocentres tend to be located in the hang-
ing wall of supra-salt faults that dissect thick pre-rift
minibasins, but are decoupled from the sub-salt normal
fault network (e.g. Fig. 6c).
To the west, where the Steinbit Accommodation
Zone crosses the axis of the Norwegian Central Gra-
ben, syn-rift depocentres are typically <10 km long and
<5 km wide, with up to 0.8 s TWT of syn-rift stratig-
raphy (e.g. AB in Figs 6b and 9a). The thickest syn-
rift is generally located in the hanging wall of the lar-
ger sub-salt normal faults affecting the accommodation
zone; these faults are typically fully coupled, through-
going faults that affect sub-salt and cut through the
thin to thick (0.3–0.8 s TWT) pre- and syn-rift strata
(Fig. 6b).
DISCUSSION
This regional study of the Norwegian Central Graben has
used merged, regionally extensive 3D seismic data to
investigate first-order controls on structural style and tec-
tono-sedimentary development in a salt-influenced rift
with spatially different pre-rift salt-related structures and
a variety of sub-salt normal faults. Based on analysis of the
syn-rift depocentres and sub- and supra-Zechstein Super-
group structure, two factors stand out as major controls on
the variability of syn-rift depocentres: (i) the throw and
spacing of the rift-related sub-salt fault network, and (ii)
the distribution of mobile salt and the associated variabil-
ity in pre-rift salt tectonics. These factors are interpreted
to have interacted to create the variability in the Late
Jurassic syn-rift structural style in the Norwegian Central
Graben. In the following section we discuss the variation
over several tens of kilometres between different structural
domains within the rift that introduces a large-scale organ-
isation to the structural style and distribution of syn-rift
depocentres (Fig. 12), and recognise six main structural
styles within salt-influenced rifts (Fig. 13).
Sub-salt fault controlon syn-rift structural
style and depocentres
Studies of salt-free rifts, such as the East African Rift and
the Suez Rift, have highlighted along-strike segmentation
of rifts into rift segments separated by rift-wide accom-
modation zones (e.g. Rosendahl, 1987; Gawthorpe &
Hurst, 1993; Moustafa, 1996; Younes & McClay, 2002;
Tesfaye et al., 2008; Fossen et al., 2010). Rift segments
are characterised by a series of major tilted fault blocks,
typically several tens of kilometres long and 10–15 km
wide, that are bounded by crustal-scale, hard-linked nor-
mal faults with several kilometres of displacement. In
contrast to the major tilted fault blocks within rift axis
segments, rift accommodation zones typically form broad
zones of relative high topography that cross the rift axis
and are associated with high fault density and low fault
displacement (e.g. Rosendahl, 1987; Gawthorpe & Hurst,
1993; Morley, 1995; Faulds & Varga, 1998; McClay et al.,
2002; Younes & McClay, 2002). Previous studies of salt-
influenced rifts have tended to focus on the detailed anal-
ysis of individual sub-salt fault systems (e.g. Stewart
et al., 1996; Richardson et al., 2005; Duffy et al., 2013;
Jackson & Lewis, 2015) and have not considered the
large-scale structural organisation of the rift segments and
rift accommodation zones. Despite the potential for the
salt to decouple sub-salt deformation from supra-salt
deformation as cited in several papers (e.g. Stewart et al.,
1996), there is a recognisable relationship between the
large-scale, sub-salt rift structure and the Late Jurassic
syn-rift depocentres.
Our studies of the Norwegian Central Graben show
large-scale rift segmentation into a northern rift segment,
comprising the Hidra High and the North and South
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Breiflabb grabens, and a southern segment comprising the
East and West Feda grabens. The rift segments are sepa-
rated from each other by the Steinbit Accommodation
Zone. At the base salt horizon, the Steinbit Accommoda-
tion Zone shows many features typical of rift accommoda-
tion zones. For example, it is shallower (4.5–5.5 s TWT
deep) than adjacent rift segments (˃6 s TWT deep), and
has higher fault density, with smaller fault spacing (typi-
cally to 2–5 km) (Fig. 3a). The Late Jurassic syn-rift
depocentres in the accommodation zone are also relatively
small, usually 5–10 km long, <5 km wide and are typi-
cally <1 s TWT thick (Figs 9a and 12). In contrast, the
syn-rift depocentres in the rift segments are much larger,
typically several tens of kilometres long, parallel to the
strike of sub-salt faults, more than 10 km wide, and con-
tain up to 1.8 s TWT of syn-rift stratigraphy (e.g. the
Feda grabens) (Figs 9a and 12).
Within salt-free rifts there is also a distinction between
the rift margin fault blocks and those along the rift axis in
terms of their displacement and longevity, as strain locali-
sation towards the rift axis tends to promote high dis-
placement and longer activity along the axis of the rift
(e.g. Gawthorpe et al., 2003; Cowie et al., 2005). Along
the eastern rift margin of both the rift segments and the
Steinbit Accommodation Zone, the sub-salt faults have
much smaller throws, typically <100–200 ms TWT, than
those towards the rift axis (Fig. 1b). Consequently, the
syn-rift depocentres along the rift margin are largely
unrelated to sub-salt normal faulting. They mainly occur
as interpods above pre-rift salt walls and diapirs and are
decoupled from and often strike obliquely to the sub-salt
normal faults (Figs 5 and 12).
Detailed comparison of the syn-rift isochron map and
the base salt TWT structure map (Figs 1b and 9a), sug-
gests that the decoupling effect of salt does influence
syn-rift structural style and basin evolution. The syn-rift
depocentres in the rift axis are generally wider than the
average sub-salt fault spacing in both the rift segments and
the Steinbit Accommodation Zone (Figs 1b, 3a and 9).
This is because small-throw sub-salt faults tend to be
fully decoupled from supra-salt deformation by the salt
(Koyi et al., 1993; Stewart et al., 1996; Withjack & Call-
away, 2000). In the Norwegian Central Graben, sub-salt
faults with throws <300 ms TWT are typically decou-
pled from deformation above the salt. Therefore, despite
the high density of sub-salt faults (Fig. 3a), only large-
throw faults in the rift axis are able to fully couple with
supra-salt deformation and directly control syn-rift
Fig. 12. Schematic sections illustrating the style and distribution of syn-rift depocentres in a typical salt-influenced rift comprising
rift segments and rift accommodation zones. Inset shows the contrasting sub-salt normal fault and basin geometry of rift segments and
rift accommodation zone.
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Fig. 13. Summary of the impact of varying sub-salt normal faulting and pre-rift salt-related structures on the structural style and
evolution in salt-influenced rifts. (a) Summary of the main variations in sub-salt fault geometries and pre-rift salt-related structure
styles observed in the study area. (b) Matrix of the six syn-rift depocentre geometries that result from the interaction between sub-salt
normal faulting and pre-rift salt tectonics. See the text for discussion.
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depocentre evolution (cf. Jackson & Rotevatn, 2013)
(Fig. 10). In the rift segments, these large-throw faults
are essentially basin-bounding faults that are tens of
kilometres long, with ˃10 km fault spacing and typically
1000–2000-ms TWT throws (e.g. Ula-Gyda Fault,
Fig. 5; Skrubbe Fault, Fig. 7b). In Steinbit Accommo-
dation Zone, the larger sub-salt normal faults are much
smaller, with 5–10 km fault spacing and <900 ms TWT
throws (Fig. 6b).
Thus, in the Norwegian Central Graben, the underly-
ing rift segmentation exerts an influence on the syn-rift
depocentre development (Fig. 12), despite varying
degrees of coupling between sub-salt and supra-salt
deformation (Fig. 13). The variable impact of the salt and
pre-rift salt-tectonic structures on the syn-rift depocentre
geometry is discussed in the following section.
Pre-rift salt tectonic structural style control
on syn-rift structural style and depocentres
Three different pre-rift salt tectonic styles have been
recognised in the Norwegian Central Graben: (i) sheet-
like pre-rift strata with thin salt and limited salt tectonics,
(ii) isolated salt diapirs and thin minibasins, and (iii) elon-
gate, connected salt walls and thick minibasins (Figs 5a
and 7b). The formation of these different salt-related
structures, prior to Late Jurassic rifting, relates to the
original salt thickness and its mobility. Thicker salt accu-
mulations allow the formation of larger minibasins and
salt walls, whereas thinner salt favours the development
of more sheet-like pre-rift strata that lack significant salt
tectonics (e.g. Smith et al., 1993) (Fig. 13a). In turn, the
original salt thickness is controlled by the basin physiog-
raphy at the time of salt deposition (Smith et al., 1993;
Clark et al., 1998).
Previous studies of the influence of salt within pre-rift
stratigraphy on syn-rift structural style and evolution
have largely focused on the role of the autochthonous salt
unit in decoupling sub-salt normal faulting from supra-
salt deformation (e.g. Stewart et al., 1996; Withjack &
Callaway, 2000; Richardson et al., 2005; Marsh et al.,
2010; Duffy et al., 2013). In contrast, the role of mechani-
cal heterogeneity within the pre-rift, related to relatively
weak salt-cored structures, such as diapirs and salt walls
compared to relatively strong minibasin fill has been lar-
gely overlooked. For the simplest pre-rift salt tectonic
structural style observed in the Norwegian Central Gra-
ben, sheet-like pre-rift with limited salt tectonics, the
pre-rift generally deforms by forced folding or faulting
above sub-salt faults. Syn-rift depocentres in these situa-
tions are characterised by growth synclines and half-gra-
ben geometries (Fig. 13bI, bII, bIV). Similar syn-rift
structural styles and basin geometries have been docu-
mented extensively in other salt-influenced rift basins,
such as Rhine Graben, UK Central Graben, Danish Cen-
tral Graben and South Viking Graben (e.g. Stewart et al.,
1996, 1997; Maurin & Niviere, 2000; Kane et al., 2010;
Duffy et al., 2013).
The mechanical strength contrast between the pre-rift
and salt is more prominent where pre-rift salt tectonics is
characterised by small minibasins and isolated diapirs,
which covers a large part of the Breiflabb Graben and the
southern part of the Steinbit Accommodation Zone
(Figs 6b and 8b). The relatively weak salt diapirs localise
strain and deformation, whereas the minibasins behave as
individual strong units within the pre-rift (Fig. 13bV).
One example of this is on the hanging wall dipslope of
the Steinbit South Fault in the South Breiflabb Graben.
Here, tilting of the hanging wall dipslope triggered gravi-
tational thin-skinned deformation, with normal faults
and thrusts occurring locally above pre-rift salt diapirs
while the pre-rift minibasin stratigraphy is largely unde-
formed and simply slide down the dipslope on the salt
(Fig. 8b). Similar thin-skinned deformation has also been
observed in United Kingdom West Central Graben
(e.g. Stewart & Clark, 1999).
The localisation of syn-rift strain by salt-cored struc-
tures becomes more pronounced where minibasins are
thick and bounded by elongate salt walls, for example,
along the Ula-Gyda Fault (Fig. 5a, b). In this situation,
sub-salt normal faults fail to propagate through the
strong minibasins; rather, the minibasins rotate above the
upward-propagating sub-salt fault, and pre-rift strata
deformation is accommodated by the salt (Fig. 11a). As a
result, syn-rift synclinal depocentres are located above
the down-tilted edge of the thick minibasins and are off-
set a few kilometres into the hanging wall of sub-salt nor-
mal fault (Figs 11a and 13bVI). In contrast, where sub-
salt normal faults occur beneath salt walls or thin mini-
basins, as the pre-rift strata are relatively thin, the pre-
rift strata may be breached forming a depocentre in the
immediate hanging wall (Figs 6c and 13bIII).
In the absence of major normal faulting, such as along
the rift margin, the local subsidence mechanism for syn-
rift basin development is largely controlled by local salt
tectonics that continues from earlier pre-rift times
(Fig. 12). This tectono-stratigraphic response during syn-
rift times is best illustrated along the Sørvestlandet High,
where Late Jurassic depocentres occur as interpods located
above elongate salt walls (e.g. Fig. 5a, b). The mechanisms
of interpod development have been discussed by several
workers and includes regional extension or salt dissolution
(Hodgson et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1993; Clark et al.,
1999; Kane et al., 2010; Mannie et al., 2014). One of the
key characteristics of interpods is that they are not
strongly linked to sub-salt normal faults (e.g. Fig. 5a).
CONCLUSIONS
Regionaly consistent interpretation of well-calibrated 3D
seismic data from the Norwegian Central Graben permits
tectono-stratigraphic analysis of the Late Jurassic–Early
Cretaceous rifting and assessment of rifting and salt tec-
tonics on the structural style and evolution of salt-influ-
enced rifts. The fault network within the pre-Zechstein
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interval can be divided into northern and southern rift
segments characterised by rift margin and rift axis
domains, separated by a rift-wide accommodation zone,
here called the Steinbit Accommodation Zone. Within
the rift segments, sub-salt normal faults are larger, in
terms of fault throw, length and spacing, compared to the
accommodation zone, which has a higher density of smal-
ler normal faults.
Isochron maps show that Zechstein salt and pre-rift
strata range from sheet-like strata with thin salt and minor
salt tectonics, to elongate, connected salt walls and thick
minibasins. This variability reflects the original salt thick-
ness and degree of salt tectonics prior to rifting. The salt
and salt-related structures played an important role in
creating mechanical heterogeneity within the pre-rift
strata that, during rifting, influenced the growth of the
post-salt, rift-related normal fault network. Pre-rift mini-
basins and sheet-like pre-rift strata formed relatively
strong units within the pre-rift stratigraphy, whereas the
pre-rift salt walls and diapirs were weak and tended to
localise strain and accommodate deformation.
Our analysis of the Norwegian Central Graben has
allowed us to identify six styles of interaction between the
sub-salt normal faults and pre-rift salt-related structures.
At the rift scale, the syn-rift structural style and tectono-
stratigraphic evolution are strongly influenced by the seg-
mentations of the rift. Salt thickness and the style of pre-
rift salt tectonics modify the post-salt structural style.
The pre-rift salt distribution and salt tectonics are, in turn
strongly influenced by the basin configuration at the time
of deposition of the salt, which may be significantly differ-
ent to that during the later rift phase.
In rift margin locations, characterised by low displace-
ment normal faults, syn-rift deposition may be mainly
controlled by pre-rift salt tectonics and unrelated to the
local sub-salt normal fault network. In contrast, rift axis
settings are dominated by sub-salt normal faults, causing
forced folding or faulting of the post-salt section and cre-
ating relatively simply half graben depocentres. Neverthe-
less, fault block tilting may stimulate down-dip flow of
the salt and the development of thin-skinned deformation
above the salt horizon, creating additional local depocen-
tres. The failure of sub-salt normal faults to propagate
through mechanically strong, thick minibasins creates
synclinal growth wedges located away from the faults, lar-
gely driven by rotation of the thick minibasins and flow of
the salt.
This study suggests that current structural and tec-
tono-stratigraphic models of salt-influenced rifts need
to be revised to take into account the complex interac-
tion between normal faulting and heterogeneity of the
pre-rift caused by pre-rift salt tectonics. Furthermore,
the variations in structural style and tectono-strati-
graphic evolution within salt-influenced rift presented
in this paper also provides a framework to assess sedi-
mentary response and facies distributions within salt-
influenced rift basins.
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